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Olaf Natural

Examples of the mutiple settings and the 
very low access

Olaf 135 natural wood showing profiling (bottom 
right)
Olaf 98 natural wood 140 x 70cm (top right)
Olaf 135 natural wood with doors open (left)

Olaf 135 natural wood raised lying surface (left)
Olaf 98 natural wood with doors open and entry aid 
(top right)
Olaf 98 natural wood with lying surface in highest 
position (bottom right)

Olaf Beds - the flexible all-rounder
. . . an extremely low access level and a perfect care-level brought 
together in one bed

With two low access options and 70cm of variable height, the Olaf answers many needs

The Olaf range is highly suitable for restless children with excessive physical mobility.

It is ideal for children who can independently pull to kneel or standing and require therapy treatments in 
bed.

It is suitable for children, who despite illness and disability have the physical mobility to get in and out of 
bed independently.

The colour design of the bed makes it more attractive and stimulates the child’s visual awareness. It has a 
light and airy feel, with plexiglass panels so that the child can see what is going on around it.

At night a secure and cosy sleeping place, during the day this Kayser Bed can be part of the child’s day 
space and play area.

The Olaf Bed has four doors that open the long side, but 8 doors are also an option.

The door height of 98 cm or 135 cm help prevent the child from climbing out of the bed unattended.

The 70cm lift motor allows for this low access cot to raise to a safe working height - from 35 cm to 105 
cm (optional 17 cm/105 cm) upper edge of mattress - This cot is ideal where the child can independently 
transfer because it is so low, yet it still rises high enough to ensure carers risks are addressed.

The Kayser Bed Olaf can be set at seat or wheelchair height to enable a simple and safe transfer in and 
out of bed, in addition to being close to the ground.

There is sufficient clearance for hoists to be used. (The option 17 cm extreme low access is however not 
hoist accessible).

With a weight capacity of 150 kg a parent or therapist can also join the child in the bed.

It is possible to pad an Olaf, but if padding is required, the Hannah may be a better option as the Olaf has 
to have removable strips of padding at either end to cope with the variable height motors.

Reasons to buy an Olaf

1    Three bed sizes: 70/140 cm, 90/170 cm and 90/200 cm
2    Extreme height adjustable up to 70 cm, i.e. very low access level and perfect care-level
3    Special door lock prevents the doors from being opened from the inside
4    Special door fitting prevents the doors being opened from inside
5    Customise with fixed, manual or electric mechanism to adjust lying surface
6    Sweat and saliva resistant wood treatment in accordance with DIN 71-3 Childrens  

Toys Safety Act
7    Can be used as play area during the day
8    Plexiglass panels allow visual access both in and out
9    Lying surface infinitely adjustable
10  Custom-made units to meet the specific requirements of the patient are possible
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Technical Specifications

Olaf Natural
Sleeping Platforms (choose your requirement)

KR1     KR12

KR2 KR11

KR3 KR12 

Standard acessories  Castors plastic 13,5 cm

Optional accessories  8 Door access
17 cm access
W14 Mattress
W17 Mattress
W24 Mattress
Therapy mat
Solid wood base
Detachable posts, (2 maximum)
Castors plastic 16.5 cm
Castors beech 13.5 cm
Castors plastic 10 cm
Roller cover safety guard
Climb out protection - wooden rods
Climb out protection - nylon net
Entry Aid
Padding
Clear Soft Windows
Doors with plexiglass
Pull-up rail
Play bead rod
Canopy
Pedestal

Technical Data 

Door height Olaf 98 98 cm
Olaf 135 135 cm

Inside/Outside dimensions 140 x 70 / 162 x  82 cm
170 x 90 / 192 x 102 cm
200 x 90 / 222 x 102 cm

Overall height incl. castors (13,5 cm) Olaf 98 130 cm
Olaf 135 167 cm

Lying height Olaf 98 min. 35 cm 
at upper edge of mattress Olaf 135 max. 105 cm 
incl. castors (13.5 cm) 
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